Technology was created to support and grow Business. Modern business that uses technology efficiently, grows at a phenomenal rate (Statista.com, 2018). The assumption therefore is that businesses that utilize insufficient technology, or use technology inefficiently, experience reduced growth and possibly, business decline.
Introduction
Technological implementation can significantly enhance business bottom-line revenues through process improvement, wastage reduction, automation of high-risk activities, etc. Some work has already been done in this area, and it would be remiss to not cite the same ref (Lindh, 2006) . Although -in contrast to this paper -they have focused upon the benefits of good technology application and utilization. We have seen the employment of information technology among industrial companies resulting in improvements and costreduction (Deeter-Schmelz, 2002, Pires and Aisbett, 2003) . Some technology solutions enable geographically dispersed users to share data and messages, even instantly, to any number of recipients (Claycomb et al., 2004 , Deeter-Schmelz 2002 , Reunis et al., 2005 , Öhrwall Rönnbäck, 2002 .
Using for example Email or other Electronic Data interchange sends information flows entirely through information technology, such as the e-Commerce and Logistics, or Payment information (Angeles and Nath, 2000) . Integrating EDI measurably increases efficiency and permits businesses to save time, perhaps to reduce costs. (Hill and Scudder, 2002, LaageHellman, 1989) .
In recent years, many researchers have focused upon the development of information technology, and its beneficial effect upon modern business (Chatfield and Yetton, 2000 , Leek et al., 2003 , Vlosky and Smith, 1993 , Wilson and Vlosky, 1998 . Some claim that information technology increases business efficiency other researchers explore the negative impacts of technology. This paper presents the outcome of one statistically relevant study out of several, for the purpose of peer review and discussion. The expectation, from showcasing this specific study, is to draw sufficient conclusion that quantifies and qualifies the value of technology use in business today. We try to realize what advantages technology brings (in ROI terms), and whether succession planning for technology itself, holds any value.
Note: Target scope optimizations -IT-based or otherwise tech focused companies are excluded from the scope -although the type of technology used in these for 'operations' and 'business enhancement' are different, there's insufficient statistical evidence of reduced growth / business decline primarily due to technology reasons. Other reasons such as earlyfor-market, poor implementation, bad go-to-market strategy were found to be more relevant there (but will not be covered in this analysis).
Presented here is an empirical analysis of 19 Micro, Small and Medium Enterprises (MSMEs) across the verticals of Healthcare, FMCG, Logistics and Hospitality/Tourism. (MSME: http://ec.europa.eu/growth/smes/business-friendly-environment/sme-definition_en) Chaitanya Dhareshwar, 2018 June. Technology utilization patterns and business growth in Small/Medium Enterprises 
Method
Results presented are derived from statistical analysis of the outcome of a questionnaire circulated to the companies "Included in Analysis" as noted in the introduction. Aggregate results are provided in the Appendices.
The research consisted of steps noted here:
1. Target 2. MSMEs spend an average of ~USD 67,000 when moving from a non-tech based organizational process to a tech-based process. This expense didn't exist in companies that were tech-based at inception, because: a. A majority of processes were automated using existing tech best-practices b. Little specialized software/hardware was needed to serve the objectives 3. Two companies chose not to get websites / mobile apps done, because they felt it would not add to visibility or organizational growth. One of them has recently started tech initiatives, but will not be building a website as they feel it would be a frivolous effort. 4. Other than the two companies that chose not to get websites done, one company that focused upon a single customer realized higher visibility but chose to not accept more leads/customers. Yet another company didn't see a sizeable increase of value in bookings (as was their expectation from creating a website) -the cause of this is unclear but appears to be linked with marketing efforts (they admit to zero marketing budget). 5. Companies that implemented Process Automation, felt that it added enough value to justify a rating of 8.13 (of 10). 3 companies (one of which is single-customer focused) did not engage with process automation because they felt the human way was sufficient. There was no objective measurement made for this by the companies, thus no justification was possible. 6. Except for one company, all experienced a waste reduction in their operating processes. The company that didn't experience waste reduction also did not have a digital waste measurement mechanism in place -whereas the others did either as part of their ERP or other inventory management mechanism. 7. All 19 businesses have working payment gateways in place, and agreed that payment gateways resulted in faster conversions. 8. All but two companies felt they experienced much better customer retention, and the same companies also agreed upon an increased conversion ratio. The exceptions Chaitanya Dhareshwar, 2018 June. Technology utilization patterns and business growth in Small/Medium Enterprises are: the company that had just one customer, and the other respondent didn't answer these two questions. 9. All respondents that had started without a technological base and later moved their business processes to tech felt that the ROI for this move was roughly equal to the investment. Those that had started with a tech base could not quantify ROI quite so well, the main reason given when asked verbally was: "It's a core part of business and thus inseparable from our bottom line results.". This was unanimous except for one company that chose to quantify first year ROI (i.e. at inception) as USD 11,000. 10. ROI from technology initiatives in the past year (i.e. 2017) for most companies is directly proportional to the time spent in a tech-based environment.
In some cases, the respondents have allotted their entire business revenue to this field, with the logic that tech has now become a core part of their business. 11. The graph noted above shows a curve that seems to indicate that technology ventures have an optimal outcome duration of 5-12 years. Recent ROIs for companies in this range are several times the first-year ROI. 12. One company that had started tech initiatives as recently as 2017 has seen some positive results, but they've put this figure under 'first year ROI' and left 'ROI in past year' blank, this figure is ignored in the ROI calculations. 13. A one-person company with a small employee base is able to handle ~5000 customers with ease thanks to the use of time saving technology. 14. Businesses that have moved on tech activities recently (past 3 years) have seen a slight dip in revenue (due to process restrictions / standardization) when the changes were implemented, but expect to make up the gap rapidly Chaitanya Dhareshwar, 2018 June. Technology utilization patterns and business growth in Small/Medium Enterprises 15. Organizations despite a low employee count and low customer count were able to generate significant ROI.
This may also be looked at the other way, in that organizations with fewer customers and fewer employees spent more on tech; and thus, experienced good ROI.
Conclusion
1. Company-wide technology initiatives take an average of 1-2 years before they start paying for themselves and generate growing returns over a period of time. 2. Investing in tech can result in greater returns irrespective of number of customers or number of employees -fundamentally it comes down to whether the tech in use is able to perform the tasks intended and drive bottom-line impacting outcomes. 3. Potentially, companies with a size of 2-5 people if well equipped with the correct technology can handle a huge customer base without difficulty. (Lean companies) 4. For the average company that is financially sound, an investment in technology today can potentially generate more than 100% returns in a span of 3 years. 5. Investment in this sequence of importance:
I. Payment gateway II.
Process automation III.
Website/mobile app Appears to generate good results.
6. Since older technology needs replacement from time to time, and returns start to diminish after 7-12 years, it is most important to create a technology succession plan where upgrade and replacement paths for all technology initiatives is clearly defined. 7. Obsolescence is a real risk -one must note that the average duration is between 3~4
years. This represents a challenge and a consistent 3 rd party technology hub may prove to be invaluable to help mitigate this risk. 
